‘PETZPODZ’ LOW VOLTAGE HEAT PAD
SIMPLE HEAT PAD INSTRUCTIONS
For continual running please follow the instructions below . . .
Prior to using the thermostat please remove the thin plastic film protecting
the glass screen
Press the large circle in the middle of the handheld unit to turn the unit on.
Once switched on the split display will now be seen.
The upper part of the screen shows the heat pads current temperature.
The lower part of the screen shows the SET temp.
To change the set temp press the M button so the hand symbol is shown in lower left hand screen.
Then press either up or down arrow to increase or decrease the temp displayed.
Once complete, if the heat pad temperature is now lower than the set temperature it takes aprox 2
– 3 minutes for the unit to switch into heat mode which is indicated by the flashing wavy line symbol
indicating the pad is heating. The unit is NOT faulty it will take 2 – 3 minutes for the unit to switch to
heat mode.
The unit will then continue to switch on and off to maintain the desired temperature. (The heat sign
will be flashing on and off depending upon whether the unit is heating the pad) Each and every time
the desired temp is reached the heat sign will always disappear.
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Instructions to set other functions for the heat pad
To change to either Centigrade (c) or Farenheight (F)
Press and hold the M button for 3 seconds.
‘tEP appears
By using the up and down arrows change to C or F (To return to main screen press the circle button)
To continue to the next set up screen press ‘M’ once more.
‘COt’ will then appear.
This function is used to change the temperature differential ‘+ or – 5’ degrees between increments
to the temp of the heat pad.
We suggest this be set to 0 The heat pad will then adjust automatically by – or + 1 degree, this
should suffice. (To return to the main screen press the circle button)
To continue to the next set up screen press ‘M’ once more.
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‘HOt’ symbol will then appear
The ‘HOt’ symbol can be set for the max working temp for the heat pad. This may wish to be
adjusted according to the breed or size of the pet.
The thermostat will cut off as a safety precaution ensuring if the temperature is accidently changed
in the main screen to a higher temperature the unit will not exceed the pre-set temperature,
ensuring the heat pad never over heats. (To return to the main screen press the circle button)
To continue to the next set up screen press ‘M’ once again.
‘tIN’ appears
This function is used to automatically switch the unit off after the required amount of pre-set hours,
from 1 to 12 hours.
Set using the up and down arrows to select the amount of hours the heat mat is required to stay on.
(To achieve continual 24hr running of the unit enter a value of ‘0’ under the ‘tIN’ setting)
Press M again to return to main screen.
The main screen will show the temp of mat and set temp and the clock in the right hand corner will
be flashing, if the clock has been set.
It is possible to switch between eco mode and normal mode by pressing the ‘M’ button when the
main screen is displayed the screen will display either the hand or the moon symbol. Under the
moon symbol a setting of up to 40 degrees can be made.
The moon setting can be selected when a lower running temperature is required i.e. during the day
time when the ambient temperature is likely to be higher.

